
SCHEDULE 
 
 
 

 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
1. Definitions  
ACL means the Australian Consumer Law set out in Schedule 2 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth). 
Agreement means this Agreement, the Schedule, any annexure and the Guidelines, with priority in that order to the extent 
of any inconsistency. 
Affiliate means the person accepting these terms and conditions, and/ or the business entity on whose behalf they are 
authorised to accept these terms and conditions 
Affiliate Payment Process means the process for payment of the Disbursement Amount, Fees and refunds as set out in Item 
2 of the Schedule, or as otherwise agreed between the parties in writing from time to time. 
AML Laws means any and all laws concerning anti-money laundering and the financing of terrorism.  
Application means a referral application, including any supporting documents, submitted by the Merchant or an Affiliate to 
Openpay on behalf of a Customer requesting a Deferred Payments Contract with Openpay, completed and submitted in 
accordance with clause 3. 
Application Limits means any terms governing the number or nature of Applications submitted or approved per the Schedule 
or notified to Merchant from time to time at the Merchant’s or Openpay’s discretion.  
Confidential Information means information in any form or media, whether written or oral, that is related to a party and of 
a sensitive nature.  
Customer means a person that is or may become a borrower under a DPC as a result of a Referral by the Affiliate to Openpay, 
who cannot be a director, officer, owner or shareholder of the Affiliate.  
Deferred Payments Contract or DPC means an agreement for Openpay to provide finance to a Customer for the purchase 
of Products specified in the Application. 
Fee means the remuneration or other benefit payable by Affiliate to Openpay as set out in the Schedule at Item 1. 

Fees 

1  Fees payable by 
Affiliate and 
Merchant Limits  

(Fees must not 
be passed on to 
customer) 

PLAN TIERS 
2.5% ex GST of the Purchase Price in respect of Deferred Payments Contracts 
with terms of 2 months on purchases with a purchase price between $1 and 
$1,500 
3.5% ex GST of the Purchase Price in respect of Deferred Payments Contracts 
with terms of 3 months on purchases with a purchase price between $100 and 
$1,500 
4.5% ex GST of the Purchase Price in respect of Deferred Payments Contracts 
with terms of 4 months on purchases with a purchase price between $100 and 
$1,500 
5.5% ex GST of the Purchase Price in respect of Deferred Payments Contracts 
with terms of 6 months on purchases with a purchase price between $1,000 and 
$3,500 
9.5% ex GST of the Purchase Price in respect of Deferred Payments Contracts 
with terms of 12 months on purchases with a purchase price between $1,000 
and $10,000 
 
 
Fees will not be attributable to a Sale to the extent that Products are returned or 
to the extent that the Sale is refunded.   

2  Affiliate 
Payment 
Process 

The Disbursement Amounts will be paid to the Affiliate by the Merchant each 
Friday, in respect of every DPC agreed during the seven days prior to (and 
including) the preceding Wednesday.  



Guidelines means any written guidelines, instructions, or directions issued from time to time by the Merchant or Openpay 
in relation to Applications (including as amended). 
Merchant means Micropower Pty Ltd trading as MSL Solutions.  
Merchant Agreement has the meaning set out in clause 8.1. 
Openpay means Openpay Pty Ltd (ACN 159 699 126). 
Openpay Platform means any (or access to) website, application, software, or other electronic means of communication 
owned, licensed or operated by Openpay that is provided to the Affiliate in connection with this Agreement. 
Personal Information means information or an opinion, whether true or not, recorded in material form or not, about a 
Customer whose identity is apparent or can be reasonably ascertained. 
Privacy Laws means the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), the Spam Act 2003 (Cth), any similar law in any state or territory, as amended 
from time to time and including all regulations and binding rules and codes. 
Product means the goods and/or services as agreed between the Merchant and Openpay which are supplied by the Affiliates 
to Customers and may be financed by DPC. 
Purchase Price means the total amount to be paid by the Customers to the Affiliate including GST.  
Referral means introducing Customers to Openpay and preparing (or facilitating preparation), and submitting electronic 
Applications on behalf of Customers using the Openpay Platform at the Affiliate’s point of sale, and forwarding Customer 
information and Applications to Openpay via the Openpay Platform as permitted by law.  
Representative means a director, officer, employee, agent, representative, advisor, contractor or affiliate of a party.  
Sale means the contract between the Affiliate and Customer governing the supply of Products in connection with the 
Application. 
Valid Identification means:  

(a) current Australian driver’s licence or current Australian passport; or  
(b) current Medicare card and proof of age document. 

2. Affiliates Obligations 
The Affiliate will: 
(a) promote Openpay to Customers as a method of payment for the Sale as per this Agreement;  
(b) where the Affiliate has physical locations and point of sale materials are provided by the Merchant or directly by 

Openpay, the Affiliates must ensure these materials are displayed in store in accordance with the Merchant’s and/or 
Openpay’s brand guidelines (as applicable); 

(c) comply, and ensure that its Representatives comply, with the Guidelines and Application Limits at all times; 
(d) convey, or cause to be conveyed to the Customer unencumbered title to any Products the subject of a DPC; 
(e) comply with the ACL at all times, including non-excludable consumer guarantees (neither Openpay nor the Merchant 

will be liable for any misrepresentation or breach of law by the Affiliate, or its Representatives);  
(f) ensure Representatives are aware of, and comply with, all relevant Affiliate obligations, and will be solely liable for the 

acts and omissions of its Representatives as if they were acts or omissions of the Affiliate under this Agreement; 
(g) ensure Representatives are aware of and understand the Openpay consumer terms and conditions (located on the 

Openpay website) which form the DPC to help ensure Customers understand the DPC at the time of a Referral; 
(h) comply at all times with each other agreement in force between the Affiliate and the Merchant; 
(i) consent to the implementation and ongoing use of fraud mitigation measures and co-operate with each of the 

Merchant and Openpay to minimise the occurrence of Merchant, Affiliate and Customer fraud. This may include, but 
is not limited to: (i) the placement of anti-fraud related code on the Openpay Platform; (ii) the use of third party fraud 
prevention solutions; and (iii) provision by the Affiliate of information (including Confidential Information) reasonably 
requested by either the Merchant or Openpay for the purposes of identity verification and fraud risk mitigation; 

(j) not permit its Representatives to do or omit to do anything that may waive, vary or impair Openpay’s rights under a 
DPC or its enforcement; 

(k) not pass on the Fee to a Customer; 
(l) not accept or assess (or permit its Representatives to accept or assess) any Application, or represent that it has the 

capacity to bind Openpay or the Merchant in any way; 
(m) not submit (or permit its Representatives to submit) more than one Application for a Sale or Purchase Price;  
(n) not to make (or permit its Representatives to make) any false or misleading representations or deal with Customers in 

an unethical, fraudulent or unlawful manner; 
(o) maintain suitable Products in transit insurance with a reputable insurer; and 
(p) not refer an Application to Openpay which: 

i. involves a director, officer, owner or shareholder of the Affiliate being the Customer; 
ii. contains any false or misleading information or omits relevant information; 
iii. states a Purchase Price greater than the price at which the Product is sold to the Customer; 
iv. concerns goods or services other than Products; 
v. concerns goods that are not and will not be in existence or delivered within an agreed or reasonable time 

period from the date of the Application;  
vi. incorrectly identifies the Customer; or 
vii. relates to a Customer under 18 years of age. 

3. Application Limits 



The Affiliate acknowledges and agrees that it may only submit Applications in accordance with (and must not submit any 
Application that is inconsistent with) the Application Limits and the Guidelines. The Application Limits and Guidelines may 
be varied by notice in writing from either the Merchant or Openpay at their sole discretion and at any time (including where 
there is a high default rate amongst Customers whose DPCs originated from the Affiliate or other affiliates of the Merchant). 
Variation of Application Limits may include but is not limited to:  
(a) changing the required percentage deposit to be paid by Customers to Openpay in respect of DPCs for Sales from the 

Affiliate;  
(b) reducing or increasing the minimum and/or maximum Purchase Price for any Sale that can be subject to a DPC;  
(c) increasing the establishment or redraw fee a Customer is required to pay under a DPC for Sales from the Affiliate; or  
(d) restricting the use of Openpay’s services on specific products or in specific locations. 
4. Training 
The Merchant may require the Affiliate, or any Representatives who deal with Referrals, to undergo training provided by 
Openpay and/or the Merchant at a place and time as agreed by the parties for which the Affiliate will bear the cost (which 
may be in the form of webinar, over the phone or self-paced training).  
5. Fees and Payments 
5.1. For each DPC the Affiliate will pay via the Openpay Platform the Fee. The Fee will be deducted in accordance with 

clause 5.2. 
5.2. For each Sale the subject of a DPC, Merchant will credit Affiliate’s nominated bank account with the Purchase Price (as 

nominated in the Application) less the Fee (Disbursement Amount), which Affiliate will accept in full satisfaction of the 
Purchase Price owed by the Customer.  The Disbursement Amounts will be in accordance with Item 2 of the Schedule 
subject to the Merchant having first received the Disbursement Amount from Openpay. 

5.3. The Merchant may withhold the Disbursement Amount if it reasonably believes the Affiliate is in breach of its 
obligations under this Agreement, the net amount to be paid to the Affiliate is negative, the Application is fraudulent, 
or the payment is otherwise contrary to law, until the matter is resolved to the Merchant and Openpay’s satisfaction.  

5.4. Unless otherwise stated all prices, sums payable or consideration to be provided under this Agreement exclude GST. 
Any failure to pay GST on a taxable supply will require additional payment equal to the GST payable and any payment 
which is a reimbursement or indemnification, calculated by reference to a loss, cost or expense incurred by a party, 
the payment will be reduced by the amount of any input tax credit to which that party is entitled for that loss, cost or 
expense, exclude GST. Each party acknowledges that it must be registered for GST as at the date of this Agreement and 
will notify the other party if it ceases to be registered.  

5.5. Where circumstances arise which impact on the commerciality of the Openpay product, the Affiliate acknowledges 
that Openpay may commensurately vary any fee payable by the Merchant and its affiliated by providing 14 days’ 
written notice to the Merchant.  Such circumstances may include (but are not limited to) adverse changes in: 

(a) cost of funding; 
(b) risk appetite; 
(c) Merchant or Affiliate financial circumstances; 

  (d)Openpay’s operating costs in connection with this Agreement and its agreement with the Merchant;  
(e) market and competitive conditions; or 
(f) regulatory environment, including actual or proposed changes in regulations and/or legislation. 

5.6. Where the Merchant receives notice that a Fee is to be adjusted in accordance with clause 5.5, the Fees payable under 
this Agreement will automatically be adjusted by the equivalent amount. 

6. Transaction Issues 
6.1. In the event that Openpay or the Merchant is notified that a Customer intends to charge-back, clawback, or dispute 

any payment made or to be made to Openpay or the Merchant, as a deposit or otherwise, under a DPC, the Merchant 
will notify the Affiliate in writing by providing copies of all relevant documentation. The Affiliate acknowledges that 
Openpay and the Merchant will attempt to prevent or recover the charge-back from the bank or relevant party and 
Affiliate agrees to use reasonable endeavours to assist the Mechant or Openpay in its efforts. However in the event 
these attempts do not prove successful, the Merchant is entitled to set-off and withhold any such actual chargeback 
or otherwise refunded amount in respect of a Deferred Payments Contract against future Disbursement Amounts 
owing to the Affiliate. 

6.2. The Affiliate must provide refunds to Customers as required by law and must provide the Merchant with a written copy 
of any written refund policy that applies to the Products prior to the date of the Agreement and provide 30 days’ notice 
of any material changes to it.  

6.3. If the Affiliate is required or elects to provide a refund or partial refund in respect of a Sale, the Affiliate must pay 
Merchant an amount equal to the relevant Disbursement Amount received by the Affiliate, or the partial refund 
amount, which Merchant agrees to then pay to Openpay, for the purpose of Openpay providing the refund to the 
Customer, plus a fixed administration fee of $0.30 per refunded transaction. The Merchant may in its absolute 
discretion, and only by written authorisation from the Affiliate, allow the relevant refund amount to be set-off and 
withheld against a future Disbursement Amount owing to the Affiliate.  

6.4. Openpay bears no liability in respect of Products which are damaged, defective, late or never delivered by shipping or 
delivery arranged by the Merchant or its Affiliates, or the Customer. 



6.5. Where items provided under a DPC are services and the contract for services between the Customer and the Merchant 
(or, if applicable, an Affiliate) ends for any reason and the services (or any part of the services) have not been provided 
the Affiliate must refund, except to the extent the Affiliate has already incurred third party costs in providing the 
services, to Openpay the balance of any funds received by the Affiliate that have not been used to perform the services. 

7. Privacy Laws, AML Laws, and Confidentiality 
Each party, in exercising its rights and performing its obligations under this Agreement must: 

7.1. comply at all times with the Privacy Laws in relation to its collection, use, storage, and disclosure of Personal 
Information; 

7.2. not do or omit to do anything which would cause either party to be in breach of Privacy Laws or AML Laws;  
7.3. other than as required by law, keep the terms of this Agreement and all Confidential Information strictly confidential 

and must not use or disclose the Confidential Information of the other party except: 
(a) as necessary to perform obligations under this Agreement or required by law, provided the disclosing party 

informs the other party as soon as possible, unless precluded by law; 
(b) for disclosure to that party’s solicitors, auditors, insurers and accountants on a need to know basis and subject 

to obligations of confidence; or 
(c) with the other party’s prior written consent; and  

7.4. notify the other party upon becoming aware of any material contravention of Privacy Laws or AML Laws or any other 
circumstance which may give rise to a material breach of its obligations in respect of Privacy Laws, AML Laws, or 
Confidential Information under this Agreement.   

7.5. The Affiliate must procure the consent of the Representatives (including the owner(s) or key shareholder(s)) of the 
Affiliate to disclose the Personal Information of the Representatives to third parties (including credit reporting 
agencies) for the purpose of Openpay determining the Affiliate’s creditworthiness and whether any circumstance exists 
which may affect the Affiliate’s ability to comply with this Agreement. 

7.6. Without limiting clause 7.2, where the Customer has not previously created an account with Openpay, the Affiliate 
must verify the identity of that Customer prior to submitting any Application via the Openpay Platform by requiring 
the Customer to produce Valid Identification.  

7.7. Affiliate must indemnify Merchant and Openpay from and against any loss, cost, damage, expense (including lawyer’s 
fees and expenses on a full indemnity basis), claim, demand or liability arising directly from or in connection with a 
breach of clause 7.6. 

 
8. Merchant liabilities to Openpay 
8.1. The Affiliate acknowledges that: 

(a) the Merchant has entered into a Merchant Agreement with Openpay on terms similar to this Agreement 
(Merchant Agreement); 

(b) pursuant to the Merchant Agreement, the Merchant has agreed to ensure that the Affiliate complies with the 
terms and conditions set out in the Merchant Agreement;  

(c) Openpay is likely to suffer a loss if the Affiliate fails to comply with its obligations under this Agreement; and 
(d) the Merchant may be directly liable for the loss referred to in clause 8.1(c). 

8.2. The Affiliate indemnifies the Merchant and Openpay and their respective Representatives (Indemnified Parties) 
against, and must pay the Indemnified Parties on demand, the amount of any claims, damages, expenses (including 
legal costs on a full indemnity basis) losses or liabilities which the Indemnified Parties suffer or incur arising out of or 
in connection with a breach by the Affiliate or its Representatives of its obligations under this Agreement. 

8.3. The Affiliate agrees that, for the purposes of section 55 of the Property Law Act 1974 (Qld) (or any equivalent legislation 
in any other jurisdiction), each of the Indemnified Parties is a "beneficiary" and may accept the benefit of any indemnity 
given by the Affiliate under the Agreement and, upon acceptance, that indemnity will be enforceable by each 
Indemnified Party as if it were a party to the Agreement from the date of the Agreement. 
 

9. Termination  
9.1. Either party may terminate this Agreement by giving 30 days’ written notice to the other.  
9.2. The Merchant may terminate: 

(a) with 14 days’ written notice if it reasonably considers the Customer default rate under DPCs issued for 
Applications to be unacceptable; 

(b) immediately by written notice upon termination of the Merchant Agreement; and 
(c) immediately by written notice if the Affiliate fails to obtain the consent of the Representatives under clause 7.5, 

or if the Merchant or Openpay (by communication to the Merchant) believes a circumstance exists which may 
affect the Affiliate’s ability to comply with this Agreement. 

9.3. Either party may terminate immediately by written notice if: 
(a) the other party makes an un-remediable breach or a remediable breach which is not remedied within 14 days of 

written request;  
(b) the other party, or its Representatives, commit an act of fraud, dishonesty or misrepresentation of any kind; 



(c) any of Openpay’s licenses, permits or authorisations are suspended, cancelled, not renewed or Openpay is 
otherwise not permitted by law to perform its obligations under this agreement or under a DPC; or 

(d) the other party is insolvent, bankrupt, or wound-up, has an administrator, liquidator, or receiver appointed in 
respect of the whole or part of its assets, ceases to trade, or is otherwise unable to pay its debts as and when 
they become due.   

9.4. On termination: 
(a) Affiliate must cease submitting Applications and immediately pay all amounts owed to the Merchant or Openpay;  
(b) Openpay and the Merchant will continue to honour all DPCs; and 
(c) all Confidential Information, hardware and software belonging to the other party must be returned. 

10. Openpay platform and Intellectual Property  
10.1. Nothing in this Agreement affects the ownership of any intellectual property created before the commencement of 

this Agreement, however Affiliate assigns to Openpay on creation any and all intellectual property rights subsisting in 
an Application. 

10.2. Any permitted use by Affiliate of the Openpay Platform is subject to the Affiliate’s compliance with Openpay’s and the 
Merchant’s reasonable directions or terms of use. Neither the Merchant nor Openpay will be liable for any delay, 
unavailability or other issue in accessing the Openpay Platform. 

11. General  
11.1. Entire agreement This Agreement contains the entire understanding and agreement between the parties, and replaces 

all prior representations and agreements, as to its subject matter. 
11.2. Relationship: this Agreement does not create any relationship of employment, agency, partnership or joint venture 

between the parties. 
11.3. Assignment: The Merchant may assign its rights under this Agreement if it remains liable for performance.  The Affiliate 

must not assign or subcontract any of its obligations under this Agreement without the Merchant’s prior written 
consent.   

11.4. Survival Clauses 6.1, 6.3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 shall survive termination of this Agreement.  
11.5. Governing law This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Victoria and each 

party irrevocably and unconditionally submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Victoria. 
12. Acceptance of terms and conditions  
The Affiliate acknowledges that these terms and conditions constitute a binding contract between the Affiliate and the Merchant.  
By accepting these terms and conditions on behalf of a business entity, the Affiliate acknowledges that they have legal authority to 
bind that entity to these terms and conditions.  
 


